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Jackson FireStride

Jackson FireStride is a player character played by firestride.

Jackson FireStride

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 22
Height: 1.7 meters
Weight: 90 kg

Organization: Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Occupation: Marine Medic

Rank: p3c
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Cirrus Station1.
21st Squadron2.
4th AASP Fleet3.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 1.7 meters
Mass: 90 kg
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Very wirey and lanky, an extremely pale sort with a very wide reach, and long
lean muscles.

Eyes and Facial Features: genetically modified eye color to resemble a fuschia magenta mix. Very
sharp facial features with no rounded edges, but a soft complexion looking as if the face had never seen
hard work before.

Ears: Very long thin ears.

Hair Color and Style: Hair has been altered to as well match the same shade of fuschia and magenta
as the eyes. Very messy and long going to about chin length yet so scraggly its usually up in the air
coming down to his ears.

Distinguishing Features: Jackson has multiple tattoos, all consisting of written word. Ranging from
single words or phrases, some even encrypted, the tattoos hold multiple meanings to the ideal of never
giving up and thoughts or expressions on how bad things never ruin good things.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Most would describe Jackson as a very average person, calm demeanor, with few
characteristics that stand out. A sort of jack of all trades master of none type who could easily blend into
a crowd and be forgotten. Those who know him better understand that despite being a tad dry and dull
there is an underlying sarcasm to Jackson that often leads to humorous exchanges. Even in situations
that he expresses passion in a topic, event, or interest it is said in a very dry boring tone with little body
language. He is often times quiet but when he starts on a dry toned rant its hard to get him to stop.
Jackson is a devout Vegan.

Likes: Food and cooking/baking, Books lots and lots of books, and any form of learning in general
no matter the topic.
Dislikes: Any form of generalization or racism, Religion, loud music.
Goals: Advancing in the medical field and ranks of the military for personal reasons, and to help
disprove misconceptions about his race.

History
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Family (or Creators)

Father Reginald FireStride, mother Mariah FireStride. One younger brother Atrium FireStride.

Pre-RP

Jackson grew up in a average setting for a Nepleslian, not the poorest childhood but not born into a
family with power or money. During a chance encounter with a Yamataian weeks before his training at
Funky City boot camp Jackson had a deep discussion concerning the fact that all Nepleslians are war
driven and will never amount to anything but violence. This encounter motivated him through boot camp
to specialize in a field that did not promote violence as much as fix the problems it caused. If not only to
prove that all generalizations are false from the start, but also he hopes one day to become famous
enough that the Yamataian he encountered will have to eat his words.

Skills

Communication

Languages spoken : Nepleslian Jackson has an average proficiency in communication including radio
contact and all standard communication gear learned at boot camp. Despite average abilities withing the
technology of communication itself Jackson excelled at the art of cryptography and continually improves
upon his ability to encrypt messages.

Survival

Jackson having a working knowledge of botany and biology found a niche in the survival portion of boot
camp identifying edible and useful plants and fauna. He is moderately capable at navigation and fire
building.

Strategy(Tactics & Discipline)

Due to his motivation to succeed within the military Jackson although not gifted in the areas of strategy
development is a disciplined soldier to a fault. Learning in boot camp that all missions are more
successful when orders are followed as closely as possible and that all laws and rules have reasons
behind them.

Fighting and Physical

Aside from the required weapons and armor training Jackson exceled at hand to hand combat aided by
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his long reach and focusing on workouts that supported a strong core. Jacksons physical training is
focused more on cardio than muscle building and in close combat he is more eager to outlast or wear out
opponents instead of over powering them.

Specialty: Marine Doctor

After struggling through Medic training and pushing through the rigors of anatomy Jackson advanced
through Nepleslia Prime Medical School and became a certified doctor specializing in pain reduction and
management.

Humanities

As a minor focus in medical school Jackson studied psychology and general human behavior. Believing
this to be as crucial to understanding pain and helping to manage it as the medicine itself this is a
subject he advanced in quickly, and thusly seem to have a good sense of reading people.

Domestic

Having to aid in raising his brother Atrium Jackson is very skilled in general household needs and doesnt
seem to mind doing them at all. Including doing laundry, cooking and baking, and general care and
cleaning abilities. He also having raised his brother mostly himself seems to have a knack for dealing
with kids on their level.

Inventory

Jackson FireStride has the following items:

Finances

Jackson FireStride is currently a p3c in the Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Jackson FireStride
Character Owner firestride
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch SAW
Rank Private
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